**Racquetmen disappoint in NEs**

The tennis team had a disappointing weekend as Tech finished in a tie for the second straight year. Only one doubles team—Bob McKinley '70 and Manney Weiss '70—reached the quarterfinals of the engineers. The other doubles team and the four singles players were all eliminated earlier.

McKinley and Weiss, seeded second, started impressively with a sweep through the first two rounds on a bye and a 12-1 victory over Koger and Robinson from UConn. Drasin and Johanson gave them a little trouble in the next round, but they reached the quarterfinals easily enough with a 12-7 victory. Harvard's Washaver and Nielsen pulled a surprising upset, rallying to win after losing the first set 6-4, 6-4, and 6-3. McKinley and Weiss weren't aggressive enough—they stood around and lost the first two sets of the tiebreaks.

Bob Metcalfe and Bob Stewart '69 were eliminated just before the quarterfinals. They won their first two bouts against UConn and SMU 8-4 and 6-3, but the third seeded stet of Skedkar and Pelletier from Amherst were just too strong at 6-7, 6-4, 6-4.

In the singles competition, Skip Bondfield '69 drew a bye in the first round and then beat Amherst's Gibby 12-6. Unfortunately, Skip drew Harvard's John Leon, and the third round was won by the Harvard player.

**Varsity lights finish second as Harvard wins sprint title**

MIT reinforced its prowess in track last Saturday at the EARC Spring Championships, where the varsity lights captured second place. Fifteen colleges sent heavyweights to Wellesley to compete against three levels for the Rowe Cup, while eleven varsity and two JV competitors were on hand to compete for the Jope Cup. In the Rowe Cup competition, the varsity heavies placed 14th, Harvard cupped 5 of the 6 categories.

In the sprint events, the lights seconded in the finals only a length behind winning Harvard. Where JVs led by half a length before the Harvard heavies came up with a strong second half and passed the JVs out of sight in the final. The finish order was: 1st, CG; 2nd, CG; 3rd, CG; 4th, CG; 5th, CG; 6th, CG.

**Coast Guard stops trackmen**

Coast Guard swamped MIT by a tally of 105-49 on a galloping Billy Brigs Field Saturday afternoon. Captain Bill McDermott '69 sailed for a first in the long jump in the second triple. By bursting out of a first place position, he grabbed yardage of 49.9 quarter, Larry Kelly '70 proved that he had recovered from his mid-season injury and placed second in the Easterns and New England this weekend and next.

Ben Wilson '70 ran a classic timed race in the mile as he went through the half mile mark in 2:28 and then turned on his engine to win with a 2:04 second heat to finish 8th. The fast lights moved the final heat by about half a length before the Harvard heavies could make up the deficit, leaving a single victory with an 8th place finish. McComb had much trouble getting his boat going and passed his Sunday's first race results in the last 500 yards. Tech 2:1-2-3-4 at the end of six.

As the wind stiffened, Milligan lost touch with two runners, and plugged unsuccessfully. The varsity of Peter Neboda '71 but manly-crafted qualified for the varsity, the only one to break out of the finishing lines. Conquers a much lighter weight, directly, their starting slightly off from the start to the win race, but was better than the 3:30 finisher. On the shell, an incorrect bridge about two oars were broken. The race was not restarted, thus dropping Tech from the competition.

McComb's consistent sailing earned him top upper honors, beating out Tom Berlin and Coast Guard by one point, 23-24.

**Tech nine outslogs Bates for second straight victory**

By Jay Zager

The streaking ninth came through a 12-7 victory over Bates University last Saturday in a game played out on Briggs field. Jim Weissman paced the engineers with three hits, including a home run, as the basemen won two in a row for the first time this year.

Dave Dewitt, the center right-hander from Sydney, Australia, was the benefactor of the outburst as he won his third game of the season against seven losers.

After scoring an unearned run in the first, MIT exploded for five runs in the second inning. Bob Gerblam hit a rally with a two-run triple from his ninth at bat, coming up with a buttung plug as he added two singles along with his triple.

Bates responded with four runs in their half of the fourth, as they capitalized on two Tech errors, and a three-run homer by Dave Rogers. In the bottom of the fourth, Weissman continued with his blow, a tremendous drive which cleared the fence in left-center for his second home run of the season.

Dewitt's pitching was better than the score indicated, as he gave up only four hits in the six-inning contest.

**Anderson, Maling shine in lacrosse victory over UNH**

The lacrosse team emerged behind the incredible scoring of Jack Anderson '69 and Walt Maling '69. The engineers took their ninth straight victory by a 9-4 count over the University of New Hampshire. The Tech stickmen play their most important game of the season against UMass this weekend.

UNH jumped out to a quick 2-0 lead in the opening minutes of the contest. However, the engineers pulled together and held the Granite State scoreless for the rest of the first half. Anderson sparked a second period explosion engineered with two goals by Smith '71, Maling, and Clark Davis '69 also scored to stake the Techmen to a 5-2 halftime lead.

Anderson tallied twice more in the third quarter and assisted on Maling's second goal to give them a four-point advantage. UNH took over the contest with three goals and an assist when Maling's three scores and an assist raised his total to 40 and 13.

**How They Did**

**Baseball**

MIT 12-6

Bates 7

**Lightweights second in EARC sprint races**

Fourth in New England

Lawnbow

MIT 9 - UNH 4
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